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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
IMEANs FoE REGISTERS NG RAE9IO 

LISTENING EABTs 
John V. L. Hogara, Forest Hits, N. S., Rssignor to 

Radio Corporation of Agaeršca, EA, COEFICATEDRA 

Application July 39, 1942, Seria, No. 452,36 
{?????33) ?C)} 4 Ciaia GNS. 

The invention relates to simple automatic 
means for registering and evaluating the listen 
ing habits of users of broadcast receivers. 
One of the principal objects of the invention. 

is to provide simple means whereby it becomes 
possible to obtain, on 2, practical and economical 
basis, information as to the listening habits of 
radio uses that cassho, Elovy ae obtained except, 
at great, incorveience 3...d expense. 
The moder Syster of 2,0io broadcasting de 

pSnds fundarineYataily UPo!) technica, researcia, 
which demonstrates the coverage and potentiai 
audiece of individei broadcasting stations, and 
listene: "esearch, which determines station and 
program populiarity. Setyderál organizations have 
developed methods of st:veying radio sistening 
habits by telephone arti 325'so:i interviewis, 23hti 
tine resuiit3, Giª STC ITšerviews are argely used 
iPA the Production BIati 82'ii!ig of radio Progra,ins. 
All of the survey Keiosis is use, however, have 
specific and weli recognized limitations. For ex 
ampie, the coincidentali telephone survey is prob 
ably the 2 nost accura e letti gives information as 
to was eae, ci listerer is coing for only a brief 
time. She telephone recal: method attempts to 
oktai infoinatio 3 23 t ne program and sta. 
ti0i, prefere?.ices oil Gea2.Sa issi?ener interviewed over 
a, period of SeW&J'ai G3S, EUA dependis for its 
accracy i FCË) SÈN BASENOFF7 of the istener. '' 
persona išEŠªjieYF7 re?žno?i probably is somewiaa, 
????? ?????: 3.??? is 73.57 (36SEy, 

?i? *has Rip eegia 32á?e, t: 53 coverCCime the short 
coirings, Cf i :8áhodis by the use oi: 
Kria:Caire PSCO2'die's & RSE; Estached to individita 
radio sets. Sie hygiea. Ce3Oding machine so fax 

COCSæÖrive taPS vhicin c3i28itieº?: C632 ºises :, 
is is 3: Ead y days 2326 hotR's along its ength. 
Tiflis 2?e is BOK AËRTETsiy passed under a re 
cordizag styi is vahich is coalected to the turning 
coX3?ie:Eise: cí ?:2e :i3 388 so žhat the styluS 
isoi:2t 7rää oect2gy & Eižs?essä position, across the 
width of the recording £ege, for each tuning 
pirit, ora ishe dëg. 'A'iatas the position of the 
Imaºizedi line Cr ºze º tape, or the trace 
produced by the stylus, OWs what station was 
tunei is 3 &tine particial time indicated by the 
riharkings along the margin of the tape. The re 
corder also shows whether the radio set was 
turned 032 at any particular time. From the 
analysis of such a tape it is possible to deter 
nine exactly what stations were tuned in on a 
particular radio receiver, and when and for how 
long each station was tuned in. Such a machine 
apparently provides the ideal basis for listening 
habit study, but although it has been available 

for some years it has never cone into substane 
tial use, for the reasons that the most import 
tant information required can be obtained more 
cheaply by interview surveys; the cost of the 
machines and of their installation and servicing 
is too great; and the cost of a E3alyzing the records 
produced by the machiae is too great, 
"The presei, inventi: is directeci, tovard pro 

viding Reans for ootai Xning i fo'rnation as to 
listerning habits whicìa ca&2:30t (33 okotained ac 
cretely by the intervieyr neti?o, 2nd is based 
u!por the se of a machine Frínicº, is low in cos; 
Erdi - So sii: pie ir desig asid operation as to 
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i is Š?aine direc?l37 a3at the nee 

Hii nimize tille eXpeise Q i Rastaliationa and services 
ing. - Mioreover, the Krieviy Maachine automaticality 
presexaïs its i32 form3îiora ix à iºninediately lisabie 
form, so that to analysis of a record is necessary. 

isy tisingine lining push-huitions of a, radio 
Se? iö beco:hes užAKaecessa,2:37 to p?ovideº meckhar:- 
cal gr electrica, consectio; at Weera tiae turning 
condense of the radio receiver and the survey 
machine. Sy the use of sirapis mechanical keys. 
oiution counters, the required information as to 
each station to which 2, push-olition is assigned, 

& for a noving 
record tape ad TR movable EAJrking stylis ås 
obviated. 

Aine new machine f333ctareasily comprises g, 
S7 chor Ous LOCº oYº coci Wechanisrn, prefex 
Eskiy eieci,Yºicgaliy drivSYA, YFhaicin may operate coii 
ü:23.JGUS$37 03° ixaëex:nºteraë437, 2, 5623’ies o? revoit;- 
šio22 cou?2že:S, ain?i · 3:Ka indiviávia: electricai o: 
1r1eciza,3º3icaä ëo3:23:2ecticº2, f3rox 2. eazecin, pusin-ou3 titon cia, 
the radio receive, whica connection is arranges 
to engage ir disegage a, eping bet veer the 
ciock-driver Shafi, azidi is revolution coughter 
&SSciated. With each gusaviolition. The motor 
o3 ciock-diverasinaf; 22,372otate once per minute, 
2s dices tie secora: Yaraci o a clock, so that i: 
for a:Ea:Agie tha pish. kytittori turning tg WEAi 
is iegressef, inse revodi 12 cu Inter assigned c. 
W:Atwili as once corningrace counting the rev. 
oilutions of the clcck-driven shaiª?, and tinus show 
or its 8Calie the Yuaniae of anizzates neasuring the 
interval throughout winich the set has been tuned 
to WEAF. Similariy another push-outton and 
revolution counter wili add up the number of 
minutes that the set is tuned to WJ2, WABC, 
etc. An additional counter is preferably assigned 
to the "dial' push-button, and will record the 
number of minutes that the set is tuned to sta 
tions other than those to which push-buttons. 
are assigned, 
An interlock between the "ora-off' switch of the 

sei and all of the revolution: counters is pro 

  



2 
vided, so that even though the clock shaft con 
tinues in rotation and the receiver is left tuned 
to the station last listened to, the minute count 
ing operation will automatically stop when the 
set is turned off. Thus the sum of the dial read 
ings at the several revolution counters will in 
dicate correctly the total time that the set has 
been in use, and the individual counter dials will 
register the total number of minutes during that 
time that it has been tuned to each of the Several 
stations. By directly reading the revolution, 
counter dials, and knowing when they were last 
previously read, it becomes possible in a simple 
manner to compute the percentage of total listen 
ing time and the distribution of that time over 
the various stations. 
As so far described, the registering mechanism 

would be in operation twenty-four hours a day 
and consequently would give an overall picture 
of the listeners' radio habits. 

It is frequently desired to study the popularity 
of stations or of programs during limited periods 
of time. To supply this information an auto 
matic timer may be employed or the clock mech 
anism may be provided with an adjustable on 
and-off coupling to the driven shaft whose revo 
lutions are counted, so that the device may be 
set up to count only during morning hours, after 
noon hours, evening hours, etc., or may in fact 
be limited to operation during a single hour or 
program period of the day. Where it is desired 
to limit registering to specific days of the week, 
a similar disconnecting mechanism may be pro 
vided by the use of a one-to-seven reduction 
gear from the hour hand of a twenty-four hour 
driving clock or a one-to-fourteen reduction if 
a twelve hour clock is used. 
Where desired, additional information as to 

the number of times the Set is tuned to a given 
station can be had by providing a second counter 
which is operated directly by the push button. 
This counter Will simply add up the number of 
times its particular push button is depressed. So 
equipped, the machine will give directly not only 
the number of minutes Spent in listening to a 
given station, but also the number of times that 
station was tuned in during the period since the 
last reading was taken. Thus, if the machines 
are read monthly, it might be found that one 
listener had tuned thirty-one times to WEAF and 
had listened for a total of sixty-two hours, or 
an average of two hours for WEAF each time it 
was tuned in. The same listener night be found 
to have tuned to WJZ, sixty times during the 
month but to have listened for only a total of two 
hours in the entire month, which would indicate 
that he had habitually listened to that station 
for some particular short program item and 
would show that he had not listened continu 
ously to it for the two hours on any one day, 
etc. 
The machine can give still a further item of 

information by the addition of a counter associ 
ated with the on-off switch of the set, which 
counter would go into operation when the re 
ceiver was turned off and would be automatically 
set to zero whenever the radio receiver was 
turned on. This counter would measure the 
length of time that the set had been out of use. 

In the accompanying drawings I have shown 
certain preferred embodiments of the invention, 
wherein Figs. 1, 2 and 3 illustrate diagrammati 
cally a mechanical form of Survey mechanism, 
Fig. 2 being a view in side elevation taken along 
the line 2-2 in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 being a simi 

2,888,781 
lar view when the push-button is in depressed or 
operated position; Figs. 4 and 5 are modifications 
of certain portions of the apparatus shown in 
Fig. 1; and Fig. 6 illustrates diagrammatically an 
electrical form of survey mechanism. 

Referring first to Fig. 1 of the drawings, 2, 
3 and 4 are the station push-buttons of a radio 
receiver shown by the block R. The receiver to 
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be employed may be of any conventional type, 
Superheterodyne or tuned radio frequency, and 
for simplicity the receiver is shown to be plo 
vided with only four station push-buttons, al 
though it, Will be understood that any desired 
number may be used. The push-buttons are of 
usual construction, each being adapted by spring 
neans (not shown) to assume an inopel'ative 
position as shown by the buttons f, 2 and 4. Each 
push-button carries a can 5 Which cooperates 
With a locking bar 6 in a well-known manner, 
When a selected push-button is depressed to first 
move the bar to the left, as shown in the figure, 
against the action of the Spring to release an 
other button which may have been previously 
Operated to a depressed position, and then to 
cause the last selected button to be locked in po 
sition as Shown for the button 3. 
A "dial' push-button 8 similar in construction 

to the station push-buttons is provided to a C 
complish "dial' tuning and to make ineffective 
tuning of the receiver by means of the push 
buttons. An "On-Off' push-button 9 is provided 
with switch contacts to for 'turning the receiver 
R "on' and 'off' and also for energizing the driv 
ing motor M. This button however is not spring 
preSSed, it being neceSSally in order to turn the 
receiver 'off' to cause said button to be pulled 
out. The "on-off' button 9 is provided with a 
projection which cooperates with the locking 
bar in such manner that in eithel' direction of 
Operaiton, for turning the receiver "on' or for 
turning it "off,' any Station-button or the dial 
button that may have previously been operated 
will be spring-operated to its inoperative posi 
tion. 
The ends opposite to the finger pieces of the 

several push-buttons to 4, 8 and 9 are each 
provided with a friction wheel or gear 2 which 
is retained in a suitable bracket 3. A master 
timing shaft 4 winich makes one revolution per 
minute is supported in end brackets f5, 5 and 
a center bracket 5' and carries in spaced rela 
tion the Several fliction wheels or gears f6. Dis 
posed in alignment with the end fliction wheel 6 
on the master shaft 4 and the fiction wheel 2 
carried by the "on-off' button is the master 
drive wheel f which may be driven by a syn 
chronous or "Telechron' tinning motor M, or by 
electrically-operated time clocks as in Figs. 4 and 
5. Disposed in alignment With each of the other 
friction wheels 6 on the shaft 4 and the fric 
tion wheels 2 are the friction wheels which 
operate the respective revolution counters 9. 
For simplicity of illustration the gears or friction 
wheels 2, 6 and f and each set of gears or 
friction wheels 2, 6 and 8 are shown one above 
the other, but actually they are arranged in the 
manner shown in FigS. 2 and 3. 
The revolution counters are of the mechanical 

type being graduated to indicate either hours and 
70 

75 

minutes or minutes only. The wheels 6 and 8 
have a 1 to 1 gear ratio So that for each revolu 
tion of wheel i8, the counter will register one 
minute. Normally, in the inoperative position 
of a push-button, the friction wheel 2 carried 
by the push-button will be in spaced relation 
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with respect to its associated friction wheels 
and f 8 as shown in Fig. 2. In the depressed po 
sition of the button, however, its friction wheel 
will engage to couple the wheels 6 and f8 so that 
the latter will be driven from the former, as 
shown in Fig. 3. 
With the arrangement thus far described, op 

eration is as follows: The button 9 is pushed in 
to turn the receiver "on' and simultaneously to. 
energize the notor M. Concurrently therewith 
the wheel 2 engages the wheels 6 and 7 so 
that the master shaft, 4 and the several driving 
wheels f6 carried thereby are rotated at the rate 
of 1. R. P. M. Next, one of the station push-but 
tons is selectively operated according to the de 
sire of the listener, and as a result the wheel 2 
aSSociated. With the depressed Station-button Will 
cooperate with the wheels l and 8, the latter 
actuating the mechanical revolution counter 
which will indicate or register the length of time 
the listener has been tuned to the desired sta 
tion. At the end of the program, should it be de 
sired to turn "off' the receiver, the button 9 is 
pulled out whereupon the switch contacts 0 are 
broken to de-energize both the receiver and the 
driving motor. As the "on-off" button is being 
pulled out its projection or can member urges 
the locking bar 6 to move to the left against the 
action of the spring to permit the previously 
Operated Station button to assume its inopera 
tive position. In this way, by having all the sta 
tion buttons, including the dial button, in their 
normal inoperative positions prior to a reception . 

O 
23. 
during which the button 9 is in the "off" posi 

5 ing. 
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period, it is possible to obtain, by the means . 
hereinafter to be described, the exact number of 
times each predetermined station has been tuned 
in, as well as the number of times dial tuning has 
been resorted to. Otherwise, with a previously 
operated button still in the depressed position 
at the beginning of the reception period, the 
"number of times' counters 2 would not register 
the initial program. 

Instead of operating the station buttons the 
dial button 8 may be operated in which case the 
revolution counter 9 associated therewith will 
Commence to register the time in minutes or 

45 

hours and minutes during which stations other 
than the preselected stations assigned to the sev 
eral push-buttons are being tuned in. 

In order i to obtain an indication of the num 
ber of times a particular station is tuned in be 
tween meter readings, a plurality of counters 2 
are provided, one associated with each of the 
station buttons. These counters are actuated by 
means of projecting lugs 2 or other suitable 
means affixed to the several push-buttons when 
the latter are actuated to depressed position. A 
similar counter 2 may be operated by the dial 
button in order to give an indication of the num 
ber of times the receiver has been employed to 
obtain recepticn by means of the usual dial tum 
ing member. The dial reading at each such 
counter 2 will advance by one unit each time 
the button with which it is associated has been 
depressed. 
While the above described embodiment of the 

survey mechanism has been shown to include 
both "minute" counters 1 and "number of 
times' counters 2, it will be understood of 
course that in some instances it may be desirable 
to utilize only one type of counter to the exclu 

SS 

3 
counters 20 need be incorporated in the survey 
mechanism, whereas, on the other hand, if it is 
Sought to determine only the actual time periods 
the predetermined stations have tuned in, then 
only the counters 9 need be incorporated. 
As previously explained it may be desirable to 

have an indication of how long the receiver has 
been inactive. For this purpose the counter 23 
is provided and is operatively associated with the 
on-off button 9 through suitable means such as 

This counter operates to indicate the time 

tion, but when the button is actuated to its "on' 
position, the conter is returned to its zero read 

Instead of providing a synchronous or "Tele 
chron' motor for driving the master drive shaft 
4 as in Fig. 1, an electric time clock TC may be 
employed. Two such modifications are disclosed 
in Figs. 4 and 5. In Fig. 4 the time clock is per 
manently connected to the power supply so that 
it is continuously energized therefrom, the "on 
off" button 9' serving only to turn the receiver 
"on' and "of...' By having the master drive 
wheel T associated with the time clock TC in 
meshed relation with the driven wheel , the 
shaft 4 will also be driven continuously so that 
the coupling wheel 2 associated with the on-off 
button, as in Fig. 1, may be dispensed with. If 
desired, however, the coupling wheel 2 may be 
supplied also in this modification, 'in which case 
the wheels 8 and T will not be in meshed rela 
tion but arranged as in Fig. 1. 

In Fig. 5 a time clock T'C' of the type known 
as an “interval timer' is employed. This timer 
is provided with a plurality of manually set 
members 22, there being one such member for 
eaci: 15 minute interval. The timer is so con 
nected with the power supply and a motor M" 
which may be separate from or form an integral 
part of the timer T'C' that in the absence of 
any member 22 being set to an operating position, 
the motor M will be inoperative. However, with 
the setting of one or more members 22 to their 
operating positions, the motor will be energized 
to drive the master drive wheel 7 during the 
one or more 15 minute intervals corresponding 
to the one or more set members, the motor M" 
being deenergized at the end of such interval if 
only one member 22 had been set, or at the end 
of the last 15 minute interval if a number of con 
secutive members 22 had been set. Should it be 
desired to register the stations to be tuned to 
by the operator of the receiver during a selected 
period of the day, say between 2 and 3 p. m., 
for any number of days, or weeks, etc., the one 
making the survey would set to operative posi 
tion the members 22 corresponding to 2, 2:15, 
2:30 and 2:45 p.m. Then each day at 2 p. m. 
the motor and master drive wheel will begin to 
operate and will continue to operate until S. p.m. 
During this interval actuation of any of the 
station push-buttons will be registered in the 
same manner as previously described in corinec 
tion with Fig. 1, for example. Thus tie user 
could listen to any station he chose at any hour 
of the day, but his habits would only be regis 

70 

sion of the other type. In other words, if it is . 
sought to determine only the numbers of times 
certain predetermined stations have been tuned 
in by the listener during a given period, only the 

tered with the pre-set period, when the regis 
tering mechanism would be rendered operative 
by the interval timer. 

In Fig. 6 there is disclosed an electrically op 
erated survey mechanism. The several station 
pushbuttons are indicated at f', 2', S' and 4 
and the dial button at '. The revolution cont 
es are of similar construction as those shown 



4. 
in Fig. 1 except that plungers 8” serve to actu 
ate the counters instead of the wheels 8. Each 
revolution counter has associated with the oper 
ating plunger thereof a pivoted armature 24 
which is adapted to be actuated by an electro 
magnetic relay 25. The several relays are in 
cluded in as many circuits which are connected 
in parallel between the junction 26 and ground 
2. A brush contact 28 is connected to the 
junction point and is adapted to contact the 
periphery of a commutator 29 which is adapted 
to rotate at the rate of one revolution per min 
ute, The commutator may take the form of a 
condicting disc, the greater portion 30 of which 
is provided with an insulating rim. The com 
mutator is driven from the motor 3 by means 
of a conducting shaft 32 which is grounded. The 
notor is energized from a suitable source of 
potential, the motor circuit closing switch 33 be 
ing ganged with the receiver on-off switch, so 
that upon actuation of the receiver switch to 
'on,' the motor circuit will be closed, and vice 
We St. 

In operation, turning on the receiver will close 
Switch 33 to energize the motor which will cause 
the rotation of the commutator 29. Once dur 
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ready existing radio sets, or they may be built 
into new push-button sets as initial equipment. 
The arrangements of coils and condensers 

whereby the various push-buttons tune the radio 
receiver to different carrier frequencies have not 
been shown, since my invention may be used with 
any types of push-button tuning that are well 

0. 

20 

ing each revolution of said commutator a cir- . 
cuit will be closed which can be traced from 
ground 27, commutator shaft 32, the conducting 
portion of the commutator 29, brush contact 28, 
the relay 25 associated with the station or dial 
push-button which happens to have been de 
pressed by the listener, the switch contacts 34 
which have been closed by the operated push 
button, bus line 35, a suitable power source, and 
back to ground 27. Each time an electromag 
netic relay is energized, the armature associated 
therewith will be actuated to operate the plunger 
8 of the revolution counter, each such opera 

tion indicating the lapse of one minute during 
which reception of a selected station has been in progress. 

It will be understood of course that the push 
buttons of this modification may be similar, to 
those employed in the system of Fig. 1 in the re 
spects that they have associated therewith the 
locking bar mechanism, "number of times' coun 
ters 2, and a push-button equivalent to the on 
of button , as well as a period-control clock or 
timer which may be set to make the counters 
Operable only during certain time periods. 
The survey mechanisms above described may 

be made either as accessories to be built into al 

45 
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known in the art. 
While I have shown and described certain pre 

ferred embodiments of the invention, it will be 
understood that modifications and changes may 
be made without departing from the Spirit and 
scope of the invention, as will be inderstood by 
those skillied in the art. 
What I claim is: 
1. A System for determining the listening hab 

its of a broadcast receiver operator over a period 
of time, comprising a receiver equipped with a 
plurality of push buttons which are adapted 
each to tune the receiver to a predetermined 
station and with a tuning dial push button, a tin 
ing device cooperatively related with each sta 
tion push button and operated upon actuation 
thereof to register the time interval during which 
said receiver is tuned to said predeterinined sta 
tion, and a timing device also cooperatively re 
lated with the tuning dial button for register 
ing the total time during which dial tuning 
has been employed. 

2. A System in accordance with claim 1 where 
in the receiver is provided with a switch rem 
ber for turning the receiver on and off, and means 
cooperatively related with said switch member 
for registering each period during which the re 
ceiver is inactive. 

3. A System as defined in claim 1, having clock 
controlled means whereby the timing devices 
may be rendered inoperative for predetermined 
intervals of time. 

4. A system for registering the response of a 
broadcast receiver listener, comprising a receiver 
having push-button means for instantaneously 
tuning the receiver to a selected one of a num 
ber of preset channels, additional means operable 
to effect reception of other desired channels as 
well as the preset channels, means operable in 
response to actuation of said push-button means 
for registering the total time during which each 
of the preset channels was received, and means 
operable in response to actuation of said addi 
tional means for registering the total time that 
the receiver was in operation due to said addi 
tional means. 

JOEN V. L. BOGAN. 


